
Paul                                                                       

He had curly brown hair

and a wooden leg.

I was tall and straight,

untouched by adversity.

We were seven.  

Children called him Paulio

without a whiff of malice,

lining up for the novelty

of knocking wood —

playing knick-knack on one small knee.  

I called him Paul

and carried his books,

always setting my pace to his.

 

We mapped music together

after school,

priming piano keys

with chocolate crowns

raided from Mama's secret stash.

Chip for note, one for each.

Gobble - plink - giggle,

giggle - gobble - plink ...  

In the half-dappled shade of time,

instrumental memories 

blink and fade like fireflies,

as moments relived

run the full scale of emotion. 

 

Unflappable Paul —

boundless blue eyes, crooked grin. 

Every feature lingers

in clear  focus —

each scene replays

to the tune of tenderness.

One muddy afternoon

I saw him fall in the ditch.

and ran to him ... crying.

The woman driving by saw only 

that he was down and I was up.

She screeched to the curb,

blasting, lambasting me

through an open window

with her closed mind.

Push him?

I would have carried Paul

through flying bullets

on bloody feet.

My shoulders drooped all the way home,

but not from the weight of his books. 



The Preacher's in the Parlor                              

I'm hidin' in the barn. They're droppin' in

at suppertime and Papa's lookin' green.

Ol' Skeeter's broke his leash and fled the scene.

Deliver us from bible-thumpin' kin!

Aunt Smerka Lott's a vision: beehive hair

and buttoned up plumb shut from chin to sole

'cep one long finger waggin' through a hole

waist-high. (I wouldn' guess what's under there.)

Now Mama comes and drags me by the neck

into the parlor. Uncle Filler Buster

is warmin' up to toss his well-worn cluster

of pearls before us pigs. Oh Holy Heck!

I pray, "Dear Lord, please hurry. They deserve

to be called home." God's workin' up the nerve.

If a tiger jumps out of the jungle,

or a bear charges out of the blue,

or a mugger gives chase down a dark city street,

they're just doing what animals do.

I will not live in fear for my safety

or let cruelty alter my pace.

There's a balance in nature that cradles us all

on this rock in the vastness of space.

Whether fluttering, tethered in tandem,

or with feet planted firm in the loam,

I am here with my brothers and sisters for now,

and we're walking each other back home.



Preacher's Pay                                                    

The year was Nineteen-Fifty-Three.

No matter how they fought it,

the serfs were at the mercy of

a revenuer's audit.

With pinch-nose glasses, black bow tie,

and humorless demeanor,

he sorted through two shoeboxfuls

of records:  Lean Years/Leaner

"Aha! Looks like I've gotcha now!

the tax man squealed (excited).

"I don't see any income claimed

for weddings.  Where'd ya hide it?"

The preacher said, "Let me explain.

I've made it a tradition,

when payment's offered by the groom,

to hold my hand out, fishin'

as if I'm gonna keep it — then

as speedy as a rocket

I hand it over to the bride.

It never hits my pocket."

Exempt                                                                  

That gold embossed certificate

entitles you to perks

exclusively for VIPs,

and this is how it works:

It's issued on conception

and expires in Never-Ten,

irrevocably binding on

your matriarchal kin.

The terms are clearly written on

its face in tiny print.

You won't be held accountable

for time and effort spent

on unrelenting nurture from

your cradle to their graves,

for love is not contingent on

the way a child behaves.

I used my own exemption as

my parents saw me through

the best and worst and points between.

It now extends to you.



Three-Wheeling                                                   

Fantasmic, insurpassable machine,

a marvel of assorted nuts and bolts:

you've always carried me in style between

the places I must go. Some jumps and jolts

along the way have left me shaken, stirred

and stupefied, but never pushed beyond

endurance, and where boundaries are blurred,

you somehow find a bridge across the pond.

Simplicity in motion, balance, sense;

you're poetry from frame to handlebars.

A bike equipped for training won't evince

the same aplomb or point me to the stars.

Still holding on, I trust my Big Wheel guide,

and pedal hard to give my butt a ride.

Invisible                                                                

I had my fifteen minutes when

my skin was smooth and creamy

and once or twice when I walked in

heads turned around to see me. 

The dimples flashing on my cheek

are thigh-bound now.  My tresses

are grey and thin, my waist is thick,

my features unimpressive. 

Invisible though I may be

to those who prize the surface,

my worth resides inside of me

beyond the realm where earth is.

Forgiven                                                               

Self-forgiveness is a must

in your private sanctuary.

"Authenticity or bust!"

Giving up the load you carry,

free the shutters, air the room,

bare your soul and clean the windows.

Wave like dandelions in bloom.

Choose, above the innuendos,

self-forgiveness. 



A Baby Boomer's Beat                                               

I’m thankful for the freedom

and the wherewithal to do

some things that bring me pleasure,

such as being here with you.

The simplest way that I can find

to make my story clear

is offering examples

of the memories held dear:

The thrill of catching polliwogs

and lightnin’ bugs, the sound

of crickets on the riverbank

beside our camping ground,

my daddy on vacation when

he’d let his whiskers grow,

the shadows on the faces

in the fire, the afterglow.

                      or, for that matter,  other half

when the fullness of union

suffers no halves.

I stand before you whole

with all my battered luggage

                          unpacked

                aired

      stored

and labeled “Ours.”

The Present                                                          

I questioned life at every turn,

compelled by acts and deeds to earn

a starring role in mine. Control

tenaciously eluded me.

In time I found a stepping stone

beyond the ego's comfort zone.

It marks the way from yesterday

into the realm of now, to be.

No longer tossed by whims of fate,

I join the will to co-create

a vibrant here devoid of fear

that thrives on peace and unity.

The present is a lavish gift.

It comes with hands to gently sift

the wheat from chaff. Surrender, laugh,

give back, and live abundantly.
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The Horn Tooter                                                  

To each and every person

at the moment we are born,

God gives a special present.

For my mom it was a horn.

He knew what He was doing

when He placed it in her hand

and chose her as the leader

of the Upchurch Booster Band.

And when she wasn't blowing,

she'd be polishing the brass

to keep it poised and ready

for the team to make a pass.

While marching to the melody

as Mama's trumpet blared,

we never had to wonder

whether anybody cared.

My precious gifted mother

now announces each new morn

from heaven as the heartiest

Horn-Tooter ever born.

So when I hear the summons

and I follow her up there,

I'll know just where to find her...

in the orchestra — First Chair!



The Way My Daddy Said My Name                   

"Mary"

The way my daddy said my name

with an eloquent timbre roll

and eyes reflecting love that came

from the depths of his gentle soul

is lodged forever in my cache

of ineffable memories

that turn the years to golden ash

and deliver me to my knees.

I'll never hear another sound

that will swaddle me in protection

where peace and warmth and light abound

in a cradle of sweet inflection

until it's time to fold my tent

for a ride to a distant shore.

I'll follow where my daddy went

and he'll whisper my name once more. 
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